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...I Run
 
Rain drizzel on me & i run.
Sun shines on my skin & i run.
The clock is ticking  fast on me & i run.
For days...month...maybe years & i run.
 
Sometimes i don't feel anymore my knees.
I look around i am running by my own.
Like my life its owned to something every moment i should lease.
I beleive alot of catching up to do running alone.
 
But, i am faster than an arabic horse.
I run no matter what's the cost.
Cause in my sight i have a goal i have a cause.
I am  straight like a sword... i never get lost.
 
Never yeild my sheild nor my spears.
Still i have time to enjoy time & play.
I realised after all these years.
Little humor &a smile makes a better day.
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...Secret
 
Standing on the sand watching the ocean.
With each wave there's alot of secrets.
Like everyting is rewinding with echo's in slowmotion.
All the guilt..anger..shame and regrets.
 
Many days passed now its years.
Iam living empty with no soul.
Since you left, i gave up yeild my spears.
Each minute passing without you burns like  coal
 
Askin myself over&over where's the love -you planted.
I doubt myself wondering were your words lies.
Or i was very wrong i took you for granted.
We wasted years fighting, now i cant see you're eyes.
 
I think of you and write.
I lost alot noting i gain.
The silence suffering deep inside.
No one would ever know this kind of pain.
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A Blink Of A Life
 
Age is running so fast.
You can't do nothing to hold it.
Everyone is rushing so they wont finish last.
The rest is living watching they just sit.
 
Poeple talking very loud that's all i hear.
Everybody wants to be always right.
They forget their life and their fears.
They take it on you, with you fight.
 
Everyone should walk with a mirror to them planted.
So, if they see themselfs they might feel complete.
They would think twice before they take you for granted.
So, welcome in the roller-coster of life i offer you a seat.
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A Bouquet Of Misery
 
In your veins there's vanity.
In your eyes i see deep sadness.
Eating your flesh everyday till eternity.
Your kidness teases in your head the madness.
 
You mingle the world, the rules you want to break.
Making up laws, empire of yourself u dream to make.
You smile but inside your heart theres hate your promisses are fake.
You pretend that you constantly give but really all you do is take.
 
You try to show that your heart is white like snow.
Listen carefully now the truth u should know.
Castles of darkness in your brain u draw.
You swim upstream against your flow.
 
You're living an illusion better yet a dark mystery.
You think your happy but inside you there's a bouquet of misery.
 
Just turn your back and leave.
Cause no one anymore in you beleive.
Maybe you got a little game under your sleeve
Don't be proud tho, at the end u lead to deceive.
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A Kiss Goodbye
 
Drowning in a sea of sadness.
Feeling empty, cold you're not a whole.
Increasing in your brain the madness.
You're surfing in the drak sea with no soul.
 
Trying hard to reach for a loving hand.
But you're sinking more&more cause u have no will.
Wanting to live in your own world the real one you can't understand.
Falling in the black ocean cant resist to hold still.
 
Catching a gasb of air everyday there's struggle.
Same words rewinding nothing really new.
Emotions in a roller-coster just buckle.
floating alone beside you are really few.
 
Thinking right but doing the opposite.
The heart talk with the mind feed it a lie.
The truth it's gone  can't remember it.
Well, now you can kiss your life goodbye.
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A Late Apology
 
You came back asking for forgivness.
Storming with tears saying you were wrong.
You said without me you felt empty, you felt loneliness.
That you remembered me with everything especially my favorite song.
 
After last time you were screaming goodbye.
Not caring for my feelings not a bit..not at all.
Me, sitting on the side of the couch and i sigh.
My hand on my cheeks i felt standing an a egde of a hole about to fall.
 
You slammed with anger&force the door.
A reminder that u didn't really care.
Everything was blooming i felt i am in war.
Not really realising if what you were doing was really fair.
 
So, why are you coming back after all these years.
To open the wounds or to heal them.
From a long time i gave up on you yeild my spears.
Half of the feelings you took when u left, the rest the years killed them.
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A Prisonner...
 
A prisonner locked in a cage.
His life is soon controlled.
he's losing age sinking more into rage.
His life going to die just like a leaf will mold.
 
When he killed he thought he was the master.
No one can reach him he's in peace.
Now he's in darkness floating like casper.
he is nobody just under control of the police.
 
All he can do now is sit and weep.
He has nothing left not even a crumb of honor.
The pain & regrets are really  deep.
Sleeping...eating in the same corner.
 
Now no need for any prayers.
Everyone can see his true colors &layers.
See, life is a smart game&that's what happens to dumb players.
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A Rush
 
Bring the colors to your cheeks.
Let your heart beat again.
Your emotions are running, there's a leak.
There's electricity of high voltage in your brain.
 
Strikes you with a warm yet cold rush.
Wake you up feel fresh, smell the aroma.
Pop Mary Janes flower with a crush.
Stay up all night feeling high yet you have insomia.
 
Build castles of dreams  from your imagination.
Travel in a fire balloon deep into the woods.
Admire, appreciate take advantage of this creation.
Absorb it like sponge, value the roots.
 
Don't stop till you satisfy your appetite.
Save some in a little magic jar.
Dig deep in you, reach the light.
Where you feel nothing above you, transform to a star.
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A Secret Anger
 
There's a deep buried secret.
It's black and white pictures.
Yes, based on alot of regrets.
Adding illusions, living a fiction.
 
It's only a calm ocean.
With huge amounts of waves.
Like losing something precious dispite you like an abortion.
Moments are simply registered, crafted&forever saved.
 
It's the feeling of a great denial.
Looking at the mirror but the face disappear.
Like waiting with agony for the next trial.
There's a rush of anger mixed with fear.
 
Losing time and whats moving around.
Like black curtains covers the eyes.
It's a volcano exploding nothing can hold the anger down.
The truth refusing to hear, everything transforms to lies.
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A Serial Killer On The Run
 
Very impressive you need a clap.
Your very mysterious with your slick ways.
You lead your feast smoothly to the trap.
You make them vanish from the earth with no trace.
 
It's an ugly talent you grew.
Created a criminal on the run.
Like you keep tryin to run from you.
You crave the rush of your hunt.
 
You roam the streets at night.
Wired you need to satisfy your hunger.
You pick your prey you follow&hide.
Till you strike with your anger like thunder.
 
No footprints, no fingerprints to be collected.
It's a shock for the communities all around.
The style of your killings are selected.
You all kill them burning in fire with no sound.
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A Simple Hard Decision
 
Stay with me or leave me forever.
I want it all or that's not what i need.
We are going to live apart or stay together.
Each one of us should choose or lead.
 
Your tangue is stuck between yes or no.
Your caught tight in a big confusion.
A part of you is already there another part trying to show.
A part of you is livin reality the other one is in an illusion.
 
It's a torture i know inside you.
Follow your mind or your heart.
At the end you should do what's best for you.
You should fast forward right away or restart.
 
Just don't let the wound bleed.
Enough what happened in the past.
If you want our love to grow just plant the seed.
If you want it to mold and die, kill it but be fast.
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A Tease Fading Away
 
My love to you is hipper going crazy.
Your love to me is relaxed, cold so lazy.
 
I tell you i want to be with you forever..
 
You tease me & say we will never.
 
I try to explain what i feel.
You say we cant be just be real.
 
I admit to my love to you asking you for a chance.
You look at me, turn around &keep up with your dance.
 
Then i give up turn the page.
Very calmly with no rage.
 
I beleive she not worth that much.
The flame is fading away no more rush.
 
I use to think she was my only angel.
Now we don't cross paths her zone is danger.
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Addiction
 
I feel addicted i can't seem to stop.
I crave for more no matter what's the cost.
When i take it i feel my heart is beating fast about to pop.
Without it i feel useless, helpless i get lost.
 
That's my only secret beyond my smile hidden.
Flashbacks comes to my mind a lot of memories.
Now i feel everything i do is forbidden.
Always dark my world full of worries.
 
Nothing really have a taste nothing is sour or sweet.
I feel chocked every night with a knot.
Empty alone i feel uncomplete.
Thinking about my life, i really been through a lot.
 
I am dying soon i feel it from inside.
I am getting weaker with time not a bit strong.
I am trying to express my agony and write.
Maybe when i am gone you will remember me for so long.
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Angry Love
 
I love you when you're mad.
Take out completly your anger.
Just please don't frown and be sad.
Your tears i can never handle.
 
Push me, hit me don't worry.
Scream release the stress.
You turn me on cause you're my one&only.
You make me want to hold you, kiss you, take off your dress.
 
Be mad at me but donr ever leave.
I wont fuction right without you.
I will never hurt your heart&soul, in me believe.
Since i saw you i knew for life i want you.
 
Forgive me if i am not always wise& calm.
Sometimes life's trouble carries me away.
But you always make me feel better, feed me wisdom.
You add colors to my dark world every single day.
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Be Very Free
 
No matter, what's your race.
No matter, what'sthe cost.
Always, be free follow your own pace.
Don't give up go after the others&be lost.
 
Don't let them wash ur brain.
Telling you  that ur rights are forbidden.
Don't let them ur precious life drain.
Scream for the truth, dont keep it hidden.
 
Always get each others back stand still.
Don't let them steal your soul.
Fight for your rights, in your heart keep the will.
Don't accept your life to burn like coal.
 
With ink express, not with violent acts.
So, for generation they tell your story.
Light up the truth, change the facts.
If death comes &take you, die with pride&glory.
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Blow Wisdom
 
Blow in my ears your wisdom..
Guide me through your raugh life.
Tell me that you lost few battles and won some.
Explain to me how is it so much to do with a little time.
 
I bet you were in my place before.
Unlight my dark brain with your words they're colorful.
Look staright in my eyes and speak  some more.
See through me hug me tight&tell me no matter what life is beautiful.
 
I will listen&obsorb, in my brain your words will be planted.
I would live to cherish your experiances and rocky roads.
I would love you more, never take you for granted.
Cause you're my one and only in this dark world.
 
Let me see what's so different around me for once.
Wear my shoes and let me wear yours.
Let's wear it everyday for a month.
We will discover how much each one of us will endure.
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Bomb Of Desire
 
Your eyes are dark green.
Your hair in a ponny tail light brown.
Your silhouette is the best i've seen.
Please keep simling don't ever frown
 
When you look at me&start talking...
I go to another world full of beauty.
I am all day your shadow stalking.
I am obssesed with glincing at you that's my duty
 
My heart stops beating when u walk.
Specialy when i watch you move your hips.
I desire if you come closer with me flirt with me talk.
Suddenly, lean on you and steal a kiss.
 
I pass by you i sink deeper& deeper in your lust.
Your looks strike me with a lift.
My life was uncolorful&old u came and demolished the rust.
I want you to notice me, i crave to unwrap you like a gift.
 
.
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Bullets Of Agony
 
Alot of battles ive faught&i lost...tho thinking i won.
I faught not thinking of the cost...tho thinking it's fun.
 
So many wasted fadded years nothing really glorious.
Alot of scars on my face from the spears of tears
Burning nerves building someone very angry&furious.
 
Vanished love experiences with every goodbye.
Taking away everytime peices of my soul.
Crafting hurt with every single word of lie.
Burying deeper&deeper alive my emotions left spaces inside left me unwhole.
 
Bullets of agony sink through my skin.
Refusing to give up i bite on my teeth.
 
Bullets of discease made weak very sick.
Abusing minute by minute little by little i am becoming the feast.
 
Searching again for my abandoned spirit.
Meeting stranger faces in the city lights.
Just roaming around for someone familiar, no idea where i am headed.
Looking for a friendly friend that wants peace instead of a fights.
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Buy&Sell
 
No feelings they fadded away.
No words left nothing to say.
 
That's my life story.
There's disappointment &glory.
 
I learned to always stand still.
Nothing effect me anymore i have strong will.
 
All day my job to buy&sell.
Fairytails, illusions i have to tell.
 
Cause there's parts in the world i call hell.
Your time will come when you hear the bell.
 
Meetings faces to some say your goodbyes.
You have your life infront of you don't live in lies.
 
Cause every moment gonna dispear.
Enjoy every feeling from Love, Madness and fear.
 
See the world from the garden window.
Have sweet dreams lay your head on the pillow
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Change Karma
 
Karma always comes&bite you.
Specialy when your flying too high.
It will strike you down despite you.
You wait for yours one day soon it's no lie.
 
Karma doesent discriminate at all.
It's energy floating around the earth.
It's build from a rocket of steel ready to hurt your soul.
It's with generations, born with you since birth.
 
Each one of us surely have a day.
Where the energy of today flips on us tomorrow.
It will leave us shocked, speechless with noting to say.
All alone wallow then swallow while thinking&venting about the sorrow of
tomorrow.
 
Send good vibes for your own good,
Really try to make it a habbit.
Live pure and right the way you should.
Every little opportunity in life grab it.
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Circus Of Life.
 
In the circus of life everyone have a role.
All kind from funny..strong and weak.
Some lame just pass by, others capture your soul.
You mingle all types u watch and seek.
 
Some make u laugh like a clown.
Some amaze you with their spell&magic.
Under the sun they go all over town.
But, surely sometimes moments are tragic.
 
You really don't know who's watching who.
Laughter from the heart all around you hear.
Are you living an illusion or its true? .
Are you really simling or really it's a fear.
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Clean Rain
 
I can hear the sound of the rain hitting my window.
The voice of the truth knocking on my door.
The lightning is strong in the sky shining my tomorrow.
Striking with each dropp of rain the scars of before.
 
I open the door with wide arms.
I stand there let it wash my sins throughly.
The water droping on my face with no harm.
Washing away parts of the past that hurts truly.
 
I dropp on my knees&scream very loud.
There's a look of anger mixed with sadness.
Like my thoughts are arrows i keep thinking to kill the doubt.
Trying to feel the rush of love or an act os kindness.
 
But the truth is clear no one is around.
I scream for the wind to transport me elsewhere.
Then suddenly the sun shines on my skin while looking down.
I could see your feet then i smile, you're here i can smell your hair.
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Cold Wooden Benches
 
Sitting alone all day on cold wooden benches.
Wishing i was with you every moment.
I can hear the wind blowing in silence btw the branches.
Trying to glince at your shadow or notice a footprint.
 
But the snow is white and clear.
I can only see my footsteps till they dispear.
It's so peaceful around me there's no fear.
Cause your sweet gentle voice is all i hear in my ears.
 
You are living in my veins breathing my air.
Inside i trumble i am scared hiding behind.
I want to see you infront of me so the pain i can bear.
Iam affraid i lost you forever cause your trace i can't find.
 
Break the wall of issues with one word.
Come back from your coma let's embrace.
I need you beside me i am alone in this scary world.
And each day is running fast from my life like a horse race.
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Colors
 
Colors make your life a canvas a deep colorful painting.
Green is my favourite color it's the herb just nature is so wild.
Black is blind &death its your umbra you color it when you're hating.
Blue is our wide sky &the huge ocean and memories of when you were a child.
 
Red is blood rushing through our veins yet it's the heart.
It's the lazer everywhere always ready to kill.
It's surely the line in any race to start.
White is the cloud also the foam that spills out of your mouth when you are ill.
 
It's also the flag you rise when you surrender.
Brown it's heroine and the homes you live in made of woods.
Yellow it's our sunshine you also use it to mark something to remember.
Purple is purple hayes a kind of chronic also the colors of your moods.
 
Grey is the fog a big confusion.
It's caught btwn black&white.
Orange is the fruit also what wears a man on an excution.
It's also the color of the sun when in the big ocean it hides
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Curtain Closing.
 
It's time to forget the past, burry it behind.
Stop having the guilty conscious.
Or i am going to act crazy, i will lose my mind.
It's a weight on me, slowing me down i can't function.
 
I oath to build a brick wall to my thoughts.
A metal cage, prison with it my emotions.
The war inside i need it to be calm, enough ive fought.
It's a big ocean, my ideas are the waves they come huge yet in slowmotion.
 
Like a movie my life replays in my head.
I can only rewind, can never forward.
I am stuck in that part till i am dead.
This is me, this is my life..welcome to my world.
 
The curtains one me this time closing.
A new life i have to try and create.
My other dark half is overdosing.
I have to feel lighter, carry surely less weight.
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Cut The Tension With A Knife
 
Cut the tension with a knife.
Demolish the cage break in my head the physco.
Let me heal, feel my senses again let me get a life.
I help you to help me open any door.
 
Maybe i feel trapped like a hostage.
Darkness sink into me take control.
I find myself in any twisted dark footage.
Little by little everyday i am loosing the color of my soul.
 
The venom is eating me alive.
The poison spreading fast with no mercy.
I fight the gasb of air to survive.
I am sinking more&more into a cup of misery.
 
Where i went wrong it's unexplainable.
Made me wonder is that's really my sanity.
I have to darkens my world in order to brite it it's good to ppl but made me
disabled.
With each year going by sanity eventualy changed to a good vanity.
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Dance With Tunes.
 
The night is calm but pitch black.
There's no sound i can hear but the truth.
The lies i forgot them, in my crane  can't track.
Only i hear a musical rush so smooth.
 
I want go into a trip&dance between the tune.
Let my spirit float away leave earth and roam.
Reach the planet craft my name, play with the moon.
Let space after a while be my only loving home.
 
Zoom deep inside feed myself from the shining sun.
At night sleep behind the shadow of the cozy moon.
Feel like the whole wide world just lost&i won.
Shoot me like an arrow dont make me wait do it soon.
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Depression
 
I need in my spirit that spark.
It sailed far away with an ark.
The empty space was filled with emotions very dark.
Instead of hearing birds sing i hear angry dogs bark.
 
Depression took a strong hold.
Trapped in the park of past like a hostage.
My days were rewinding the page i can't fold.
I felt  like a clown on a empty stage.
 
Screaming from hurt the pain all over my body.
I look left&right can't beside me feel nobody.
I should get out of my confusion.
I should stop myself abusing.
Stop the blame&i should stop myself and others accusing
 
Paint my spirit again with colors hand me my brush.
Plant happiness in me strike me with a wake up rush.
Sway me all over again with love let me feel the crush.
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Fear To Lose Peace
 
Hate is everywhere like bombs planted.
All the same from South..North..west and east.
With no doubt everyone takes you for granted.
Like we are in a jungle your the pray about to be the feast.
 
We  are all living in our own pace.
We pray&praise then we go take souls.
Yellow, black, white..you're dead no matter whats your race.
Don't think you're hiding behind these doors and walls.
 
Helpless we beg for mercy on our knees.
Asking after the damage wat they gain.
They took freedom, love, honor simply killed our peace.
Shame, anger is hard to heal living in deep pain.
 
Then no choice left but to fight back.
We spill blood they crave for more.
We feel useless just like them in a wreck.
They just made  monsters  that lost control.
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Fire
 
Sleeping deep after a hard day.
Can't feel your feet you passed out.
Forgot your cigarette lid it fell the fire found his way.
The fire started burning on your couch.
 
Flames everywhere going up the ceiling.
No oxigene the alarm started beeping.
You woke up half sleepy have a scary, chocked feeling.
You were just so comfy sleeping.
 
The fire eventualy got to your room.
Burning thr curtens downstairs is your phone.
You're stuck can't breath everything went pending doom.
Not believing reality you still stonned.
 
Stuck in your room screaming desperately for help someone to hear.
You feel your ife is ending it's a countdown.
Trying to stop the fire throwing water from a cup near the sink but its useless it's
so clear.
What's worse you live far no one is really in this town.
 
You feel the heat is coming closer to your hair and head.
The smoke is all over you can't take a gasb of air.
Suddenly you jump out of bed you were only dreaming you're not dead.
Suprised cant believe what a nighmaire at the mirror urself in silence you stare.
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Flower Of My Heart
 
You are like a flower you bloom, wanting you..wanting me i assume.
You drilled in my mind can' t get you out, your sweet voice all i need to hear in
my heart you have a big room.i Need you to give me a ray oh hope if you're into
me, i imagine you my lover you want to ut you i cant survive you're the beats of
my heart, i want to delet all the past with you have a fresh new start.I adore the
scent of your mixture, with my eyes of you i took a  magic on me sparkle
everyday, living without you its noway, i really need to find a way, to admit my
love you  my rose, and explain how much near me i need you to be close, from
your kisses i would crave an overdose cause your kisses knocked me down,
didn't give me time to fight it was over the first round, like cupid throwing his
arrows till i fall to the ground.I can't keep my great love hidden, i feel  its a big
sin its  you're beside me i feel my heart about to pop, it goes deep down and so
fast again to the top, its beating faster and faster non stop, i crave you from your
head to your feet, without you i can never be complete, you're like a peace of
cheesecake just enough sweet, the fire is burning i can feel the heat with every
single beat i feel my heart burning like a flame, since i met your eyes my days
were never the same now everything is exciting nothing around you is  debating
stop the play and just be with me today.
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Forget My Name.
 
I refuse to remember we ever met.
When i think of it really its misery.
Burry the truth close the book just forget.
Let our story disapear like mystery.
 
Turn your back walk through the door.
No need to shake hands or embrace.
You have no room in the future u happed before.
In my heart anyone is able to take your place.
 
I will never be caught again in your lust.
Even if i am going to feel a half.
Your beautiful smile i can't trust.
i wont cry at the end i stand there&laugh
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Guess The Tittle...?
 
It  makes your face light up&smile.
All the pain it makes you forget&the misery.
It's like you're in a happiness aisle.
To the last moment everything to you is a mystery.
 
Expensive or cheap it's somethin you use.
You love it for days and cheer.
It comes to u unexpected not when u choose.
It might take days..month or years.
 
But it might give you greed.
You want this feeling everyday.
It's a great feeling indeed.
So what am i describing what's ur say? ?
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Guilt..
 
The guilt in my heart grow.
It started with one day now it's so long.
It's eating me inside out but emotions i dont show.
It's making me weaker & weaker i can't anymore play along.
 
It's coming soon i can feel the heat.
On my neck tighter&tighter is the knot.
It's boiling inside my heart with every beat.
It's so much to handle it's just alot.
 
Nothing really makes me feel glory.
Barely some good memories.
Sitting with my shadow very lonely.
My hands on my head filled of worries.
 
It disgust me really makes me ill.
I will die with it...it remains hidden.
Till then every moment for me it's a kill.
Since i was born my life was forbidden.
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Guns&Kites
 
No need for war plant peace.
I can't understand why you have desire for blood.
To freedom you lost the keys.
The blood is rushing throughly in the streets like flood.
 
You have no right to kill.
Homes crashing, people dying.
Everyday your war makes me ill.
You're good at taking lives&lying.
 
Bombs burning everywhere.
Wheres what you call human rights.
Or you think if you do it, it makes it fair.
children playing with guns instead of kites.
 
Spare their lives stop the torture.
Why can't everyone mend together.
Instead of ceasing them like a butcher.
Just open your eyes to the truth scream don't hide it forever.
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Head Over Heals
 
How good is to fall in love in life.
Feel the spell get lost in her lust.
Do everything you can to feel her touch just strive.
Listen to your inner self the voices inside you trust.
 
 
You're scared to admit your love&look like a fool.
You're just drunk from her beauty.
You know no matter what you gotta tell the truth.
You can't keep it in your heart it's your duty.
 
Risk it you never know it might be love so sweet.
You have nothing to lose, your everything give.
Get closer let her hear your heart beat.
Sometimes you should just simply live.
 
Crave for love &be loved forever.
You have the right, cause your love is true.
Spend your life sharing memories together.
Be there always even if she's mad or blue.
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I Start Now.
 
Standing alone in the dark digging my own grave.
No one is here to look at me and witness.
Remembering flashbacks &memories passing by in my brain like a huge wave.
From Hurt, Anger, and refusing forgiveness.
 
I am sorry if i am going to be harsh and rude.
But tonite i am cleaning the attic.
It's filled with alot of questions and confused mood.
I feel everything that relates to me is stuck with me like a addict.
 
I hate my past and everything in it.
It messed up my mind somehow.
Maybe led me to drugs&i lost track no time to cry i cant re-live it.
I can indeed change the future and i start now
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Inner-Self
 
My brain shines in my darkest thoughts.
I can only see the light in the dark.
I feel i am in cemetery souls floating.
I hear laughs from the past echos of dogs bark.
 
I hold myself from the dark side.
I need to see the rainbow after a stormy night.
I need to hear the birds sing along again.
I need to feel peace in the world no need to fight.
 
I want to feel the sun caresses my skin.
Start fresh forget what happened before.
Moving on  sometimes seems so easy.
You go into the tunnel one step than one more.
 
I won't stop till i reach the top.
I will keep living till i am facing my end.
Never forget where i come from.
I will always be myself never pretend.
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It's Easier To Be A Child
 
I remember myself when i was young.
I had no worries i only wondered which game to play.
How many times in my thoughts i've sunk.
I feel i am totally a different man today.
 
I smoke cigarettes  flames going up through the ceiling.
Do i really want to go back be a little child? .
Is it really true or is it only a feeling.
I want to rewind&go back run around be wild.
 
Years rushing through, i feel the heat.
Life is passing fast, very quick.
Now nothing really makes my heart beat.
I am living an illusion, a smart trick.
 
Everyday disapears, like magic better yet its theft.
That's the sad truth, hard to swallow.
Clock is ticking i barely have time left.
I walk confused, it's diffucilt to follow my shadow.
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Laughter Of Agony
 
Pain all over my body laying in bed.
I feel like i was beaten cant move very sore.
I am very high looking at the cieling my eyes red.
Remembering every moment thinking what happened before.
 
My silhouette goes numb after a while.
I close my eyes eacho's of laughter in my ears.
I smile walking slowly to a bright aisle.
Now i am surrendering but in my heart there's no fears.
 
No one is around all alone home.
I think that's the end it's unreal.
I am caughing out of my mouth the foam.
I lost time &my senses you can't imagine what i feel.
 
Faster & faster my heart beat.
The laughter rising more&more.
I realised i was a half i am becoming a whole with cold feet..
After this life i want to discover for me what's in store.
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Let Them Know
 
Let everyone stare at you while you're looking at her.
Let them know your dirty little secret, make it clear
Her smile is a sin yet white like pearl.
Their wishpers from far enjoy and hear.
 
Let them be jeaulous, die from envy.
Have a rush of happiness knowing she's yours.
She's beautiful, classy, sweet and trendy.
Her words are natural like an organic fruit.
 
Let her glince at you with her see through eyes.
Glince back with a very warm look.
Give her a sincere reply with no lies.
Send her back the energy that u briefly took.
 
Sence her presence even if she's far.
Capture her mind from distance.
She lights your life like at night a star.
She taught  you love, force, gave you resistance.
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Life Is A Big Smile.
 
Life is a big shiny smile.
It frowns with you when your sad.
It's worse than your shadow with you mile by mile.
Surely through the good times and the bad.
 
Your always talking to it like your best friend.
No matter how hard or how good you try to stay strong.
Till the day you say goodbye to life it will be your end.
We're all going to end up similar it doesn't matter if your right or wrong.
 
So ride till the world u leave.
Try to smile when you're in trouble.
There's nothing serious in urself beleive.
With good energy u will enjoy the struggle.
 
It's passin really fast like a race car.
You better buckle really good.
Just know how to drive  so far.
You're in control of the wheel do as much as you could.
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Love To Change
 
Love right, feel complete.
Don't be mean just be sweet.
 
Be mature but, have a heart of a child.
Forever be young, from  inside run wild.
 
Don't stress& fill your life with worries.
Stay happy always remember good memories.
 
New ways to love try to find.
The ugly past leave it behind.
 
Be honest don't tell white lies.
Let the truth  shine from your eyes.
 
Always, power up your strenght.
Be light all day very content.
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Magic Portion
 
Everything in my brain flashes in slowmotion.
I re-live every moment feel every emotion.
Like a fairy sparkled one me a magic portion.
Some other parts can't enter, it's writing danger take caution.
My heart is pure and my mind is clear.
Even tho i keep my anger near.
There's a mixed feeling between love&fear.
When it strikes me it gives me a rush of tears.
I don't feel sad tho at all.
I feel free i have a complete soul.
I will rapidly get up even if i fall.
I play with my destiny like Ping-Pong ball.
Cause i have control whatever i do.
I can even take care of you.
My disppointment are really few.
I can inject hate in your blood or offer you love too.
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Math&Tactics
 
I will calculate you like math.
I could multiply you or divide you in half.
Algebra very easy i will solve your equation.
I will strive more into your world of temptation.
I will bring the rush in your body like 'x'.
To make it more simple me&you 1+1..2 is the'x'.
If you leave me and go i will subtract you rite away.
You will be minus zero very fast.
I will move on to goemetry i will be precise.
Cause with my commen sense i want things to add+.
Even if the result of the equation makes you mad.
I will circle you away from me with a compass.
I will trap my emotions in a triangle.
I will be staright like a 90%angle shocked can't belive you dump us.
While i felt we will multiply but you left me a minus-&made me again single.
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Maybe There's Something Wrong
 
Maybe there's something wrong.
When you feel weak while you're strong.
 
Maybe there's something wrong.
When you stare at blank listening to a song.
 
Maybe there's something wrong.
when you're going in circles you feel like a stranger in Hong-Kong.
 
You should just smile, dont be paranoid.
Relax be very light nothing is your fault.
 
You should just smile, life is good.
Take things easy you did the best you could.
 
You should just smile, forget what you heard.
Sing all day feel free just like a bird.
 
Wake up from your long nap.
Release yourself to the world don't be in a trap.
 
Wake up from you're long nap.
Step by step to your life map.
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Me&Myself.
 
I enjoy perfectly my solitude.
There's two in me how can i be bored? .
I play with my mind tricks, show attitude.
The first me is preserve the second open to the world.
 
I undersdand and accept every flaw.
I calculate things, match the puzzle be precise.
I follow my rules, i don't belong to creed or any law.
I refuse to be involved or listen to any lies.
 
I could transform in any situation.
A good guy to a crazy freak.
With my talent i craft creation yet assemble frustration.
I could sink in an ocean of silence, or loudly my mind speak.
 
I could swim upstream or with the flow.
I could be fast like a dream or like reality slow.
 
Maybe i will overreact might look like a monster.
With my wide angry eyes turning red.
Yet i can have a heart of a kid craving for love at a foster.
I can demoslish walls, still lay on you gently my head.
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Missing My Dear Joint!
 
I can't deny it i want to roll.
It's so good when you first inhale.
It might make you lungs like coal.
But by taking the the worry cheering you up it never fails.
 
I feel in my gut a joy.
Like i am surfing in my brain.
I wrap my thoughts keep it fresh in foil.
Ideas rushes non stop like hard rain.
 
I miss it when i am out.
I roam the city searching for some.
But i know i will get it there's no doubt.
Before i have it i hear my heart beats like drum. :)
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My Dear Joint.
 
I grinde the herb very well.
Till its clean crystal clear.
Tho, my secret of rolling i wont tell.
I smoke a puff forget all the worry i just cheer.
 
I go to a world of imagination.
Like in my brain i switch on the light.
I close my eyes realese my body from frustration.
I don't feel awkward the good feeling i let it in i fly like a kite.
 
The world would be different in my eyes.
I can surely see which parts are not so real.
I sink deep in any thought i feel wise.
Than after an hour or so i could enjoy a perfect meal.
 
See, theres no harm or violent at all.
The effect are happy, sleepy hungry.
So why not after the meal another one roll.
Then your thoughts mixes all together just like a clean laundry.
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Only In Your Eyes
 
Only in your eyes i can see the world beautiful.
Only from your touch i can feel secure.
When you're away everything i touch&see is hurtful.
Iam convinced your love is my only cure cause it's so pure.
 
I don't waste my time looking elsewhere.
Cause i breath with every beat of your heart.
Losing you trust me i will never dare.
In your life forever i will play my part.
 
No sleepless nights crying on your pillow.
No doubts nibbling for hours in your brain.
Only tipsy nights so warm feeling mellow.
Taking with each day that passes less&less pain.
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Paint The World
 
Hold your brush and just paint.
release your mind smile&glow.
Don't trap yourself feel dizzy about to faint.
Start listening to the music go with the flow.
 
Art since you were born is in your blood.
Look at life through your canvas rise feel high.
Put peace in your head demolish fear like a flood.
i want to see the colors of the world with you fly.
 
Don't be distracted lay ur first touch..start.
Life is passing so fast like a train.
Express yourself draw excatly what's in your heart.
I bet there's a beautiful painting exist living in your brain.
 
At the end, each one of us paint his world.
Some of us make it dark, others colorful.
Keep it going add colors till the end of the road.
Let's do our part, let's make it beautiful.
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Poison Heart
 
Hold yourself don't judge.
Clear your heart don't hold a grudge.
Your heart is full of poison, it's not pure.
You wish me to fail from that i am sure.
But i don't hate you cause i am mature.
I promise, you will never watch me fall.
I will grow everyday till death comes and steal my soul.
I wont stop till i feel completly whole.
You will be standing in darkness being the witness.
Trying to reach for me asking for forgivness.
Your eyes tearing, looking down from sadness.
I will turn my back and simply walk away.
You're chocked looking at me beging me to wait.
I will keep going can't even hear your words.
Cause you will be offcially dead in my world.
We will never walk on the same road.
......Never....Never.....Never...
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Poison Heart.
 
Hold yourself don't judge.
Clear your heart don't hold a grudge.
Your heart is full of poison, it's not pure.
You wish me to fail from that i am sure.
But i don't hate you cause i am mature.
I promise, you will never watch me fall.
I will grow everyday till death comes and steal my soul.
I wont stop till i feel completly whole.
You will be standing in darkness being the witness.
Trying to reach for me asking for forgivness.
Your eyes tearing, looking down from sadness.
I will turn my back and simply walk away.
You're chocked looking at me beging me to wait.
I will keep going can't even hear your words.
Cause you will be offcially dead in my world.
We will never walk on the same road.
......Never....Never.....Never...
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Re-Think A Mistake
 
This world is big and quick.
It's running but you don't move.
Gravity is strong, holding you to the ground that's the trick.
Just pressure that's it nothing else you can prove.
 
You have no right to ask questions just live in peace.
You're hoping for something complete.
Everynite talking to the skies down on your kness.
Beging in the heaven to have a seat.
 
What if there's nothing beyond your eyes.
Maybe they want to control your heart&mind.
Inject you with ignorance feed you lies.
Maybe it's men made nothing godess you can find.
 
Maybe they like to worship themself.
It's all bussniss fake smiles planted.
Maybe they hoping everyday to trap yourself.
So they can take your money, emotions take you for granted.
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Scary Tears.
 
Sinking with each tear i secretly i drop.
Drawning slowly with every wrong decision.
I can feel it soon my heart will stop.
Cause there's nothing in this life very efficient.
 
Can't complain or vent i refuse to look weak.
Wearing surely everyday my taugh look.
Peace of a mind that's all what i am trying to seek.
But my lifes chapters are ending one by one just like a book.
 
With each year i see the world through my eyes going smaller.
My chances  are starting to look odd.
Iam burning my age trying to fish the dollar.
I am realising from the beginning you're born into a trap &you will caught.
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Silent Ocean
 
swiming upstream in a silence ocean.
You're barely making it's dark&deep.
You're rushing to the shore but everything in slomotion.
You feel agony you just want to weep.
 
The sea your silhouette will swallow.
From the glass of pain you will sip.
Your soul is taken shadow of death you will follow.
Into a forever coma you're going to slip.
 
Wake up in a land of peace.
Everything around you is pure&white.
You're amazed down on your knees.
It's a world of love, passion where the sun is always brite
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Smile To Life
 
Its ok if u fall just open ur eyes.
try to understand this beautiful game.
Go step forword then another one till you rise.
Cause days are changing, seasons also nothing is the same.
 
Sink deep in you're thoughts good memories remember.
Change ur skin be ready for the new you.
If u fall again, don't worry no time to surrender.
open you're brain feel happy cause real joyful moments are really few.
 
Smile don't find reasons to frown.
Relax you're not on a mission nothing is a test.
Don't be blue stress yourself, feel down.
Even when you're feeling you're worse you still the best.
 
Let the sun shines on you're shadow.
At night feel free glince at the moon.
All the agony&the sarrow going to disappear tomorrow.
The past leave it behind, the bright future is coming soon.
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Smiling With Grief.
 
A leaf with time will mold.
It's a shame black &white is your world.
You cant of your life take hold.
Everything you do or say is controlled.
 
Everything around you turning so fast.
But the speed of life makes you laugh.
You trying very hard to be complete but you still half.
You're screaming, no one can hear they all deaf.
 
You live carefuly scared to deceive.
You look at every smile with grief.
You feel in a world of monters you're so naive.
You can't accept the fact that your the best, you dont beleive.
 
Sometimes you feel like your performing on a stage.
Some other time you're convinced you're trapped in a cage.
You confused if what's inside you is fear or rage.
Maybe you should start all over just turn the page.
 
You can't hide in your eyes the sadness.
It's getting out of control in your head the madness.
You lost from your heart indeed the kidness.
Your only best friend sticking with you is loneliness.
 
You life is a big roller-coster, you better buckle.
Every minute for you it's a huge struggle.
You wish you had a woman beside u  to cuddle.
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Teeth Like Pearl
 
Straight teeth white teeth.
Just like real pearls.
I want to steal a kiss from you like a thief.
I want my fingers to strive in your curls.
 
Your beauty makes black&white become red& yellow.
Your words makes my seconds run very smooth.
I still remember when we first met you had me from hello.
Maybe i try to ignore my love but deeply it's very true.
 
Your voice unlight my soul.
I feel a rush you wont ever understand.
Somehow i was complete you came and made me whole.
All it took from you is to hold my hand.
 
Dark, dark even darker are my days when you leave.
Bright, bright&alive my days when you're near.
Forget these words just let me kiss you&you would believe.
When in a half of a second i will demolish all your fears.
 
Share with me my world be my wife.
Just say 'i do'let's not waste a wedding.
Come on it's only for the rest of your life.
Let's start focusing where we heading.
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The E.N.D.
 
Reality is turning into fiction.
Feelings are becoming unreal.
everything free is sliping into an addicton.
The scars are impossible to heal.
 
The sky is fading away its grey.
Black birds flying far without coming back.
It's unseless to light candles speak to a budha or even to god pray.
Everyone losing their features, their senses walking like zombies talking wack.
 
Nature is changing starting to flip to go wild.
People killing with no mercy, stealing every corner there's violence
Dead bloody bodies laying around who's holding the gun is a child.
No one have the life anymore everything is dying slowly in silence.
 
Volcano's exploding from fire burning the skin like coals.
Huge amout of waves swallowing the cities.
Roads drying saperating making holes.
In all our streets, schools and communities.
 
Then the sun is getting closer&closer to earth.
every river drying people dying there's no water.
There's no food, skin peeling from thurst.
Is it the end of the world? no soul can understand what's the matter.
 
The world is falling apart.
Yet uniting together in a strange way.
We all face the same destiny soon would stop your heart.
Life is fading it's color day by day
 
.
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The Gift Of Memory
 
Tears dropin on my cheeks.
Going with the river i cried before.
I didn't eat, barely drunk for weeks.
Since you left me alone..cold..empty&walked through the door
 
I am screaming for you to help.
Just try to feel my hurt&my sorrow.
Wondering also how you felt when u left.
Thinking how am i going to live, the hard truth swallow tomorrow.
 
How am i going to wake up without you everyday.
How hard and long would be my day alone.
Not having the right after long hours beside you lay.
How can i survive standing in the unkown cant even hear your voice on the
phone.
 
After all the pain i realised life will continue.
No need to create drama, make my days sad.
I have to rise from depression ashes, my spirit re-new.
Make better days and years from the ones i had.
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The Passion Of Creation
 
I am smoking the herb outside drinking wine.
Standing  i feel the breeze that's when my talent shine.
I reach for my put down and start to rhyme.
Even if i am mad at the world i start to feel just fine.
 
I feel a rush i love to write.
It feeds my soul gives me a lift.
All the feeling start boiling from inside.
My head full of thoughts it's really a gift.
 
I start writing with magic i dont hesitate.
I strive in my world my instincts i trust
I don't stop till i feel my desire is complete&straight.
If i don't, i feel  lost in the air just like dust.
 
Everything lights up in my brain its a creation.
My words are like diamonds will last forever&it's a passion.
It's very daring yet shy it's a temptation.
Maybe its my way of releasing my frustration.
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The Ride Of Life
 
I am roaming around the earth
Getting to know the answers
You meet all kind of people
From priests to gays to dancers
 
Every moment is a risk
Why are we here i don't know
We mingle living day by day
Under the table our talent we can't show
 
Its a shame to live in darkness
While you can surely shine
You are getting older year by year
But, you are tasting better&better just like wine
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Tic..Tac..Tic..Tac
 
The clock is ticking and you still here.
Seasons passed, it become years.
Madness with time transformed to fear.
Sadness slipped into tears.
 
Youth eventually will fade.
But the heart keeps beating.
You play the movie of the past to appreciate what you made.
The scars you start maturaly healing.
 
Memories will grow older.
The present will start getting brighter.
Even tho reality will be bolder.
Your mind will become more as a fighter.
 
You will be in charge always extreem control.
Finaly solve your jinga life puzzle, no longer a mystery.
Feeling strong you know you can keep going even if you fall.
You can create happiness and perfectly deal with misery.
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Twisted...
 
Everything is in pictures like a child's memories.
Even if u create your twisted sick lies.
I never want to resgister your wild worries
I oath on my life you can't shut me like air i would rise,
 
I am not here to convince you or not thats not an argument.
The truth everywhere i went, i planted.
You dont have to listen to me its not a punishment.
But, remember dont ever take life for granted.
 
You always need a half to be complete.
Act quick, when you feel the heat.
You should try sour to appreciate sweet.
Just close your eyes and follow your heart beat.
 
Cause death is coming for your soul to steal.
No more in control the scare is so deep.
Nothing can change the facts, no one can heal.
All you can do is just lay there and weep.
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Volcano Of Emotion.
 
I feel inside me a volcano of emotion.
Building up about to pop anytime.
It's filled with love..anger..guilt and devotion.
It's been burried for a long while like a cold crime.
 
It's getting harder when i swollow.
When i think so deeply, i feel i want to weep.
Living day by day not knowing what's for me tomorrow.
I die every single night in my sleep.
 
Wake up again to a diffrent day.
Another phaze in the game, next stage.
Still everything remains the same can't seem to find a way.
Something got a hold of me confused between fear or rage.
 
Thinking of a solution i must.
I got to live till the end of my ride.
I will keep tryin to follow my goal even if i am lost.
Standing, planted strong i will never ignore or hide.
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What If...
 
What if there was real freedom.
What if there was more honor.
What if there was less pain.
What if there was more gain.
What if there was no wars.
What if it was safe u don't need doors.
What if there was more respect.
What if you can trust right away no need to inspect.
What if there was more real smiles.
What if this world was not made full of lies.
What if we don't right  away judge.
What if we really forgive we don't hold a grudge.
What if there was more real friends.
What if they will stick with you till the end.
The world will be a much better place to live.
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Who You Are
 
You are the jail of yourself.
You are the pain of herself.
 
You are the sun that shines.
You are the song that ryhmes.
 
You are the moon that glow.
You are the truth that i know.
 
You are the dark side of me.
You are the one to set me free.
 
You are the smile on my face.
You are the one keeping me awake for days.
 
You are the spirit in my soul.
You are the hands to catch me if i fall.
 
You are the madness in my head.
You are the beat of my heart till i am dead.
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Young Forever.
 
I want to live young forever.
No need to follow the creed.
Use my mind&commen sense be clever.
Always down to earth happy without greed.
 
What's really life beside sharing.
Helping others taking away the hate.
Being there for each others caring.
No one is responsible, you build your fate.
 
So. live light don't waste your youth its a beauty.
You will taste &try everything from sour..spicy...rocky&sweet.
Remember the secret is be mind free it's a duty.
Its ok if sometimes u face deceit.
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Young Heart...Old Soul
 
The world is running fast, it rather just pass by.
I have a young heart, accompanied with an old soul.
I would prefer to close my eyes than think of what makes a person cry.
While he feels complete somehow, but still not whole.
 
I would love to stop and control time.
But we live reality not matrix.
My life will end soon as i lose my mind.
The old fashion way very simple and basic.
 
Before i will sit on my confession chair, vent&regret.
Speak up loudly so i can clearly hear me.
The real pure moments, i will treasure&respect.
The disappointments with agony it will deceive me.
 
So let's save memories and capture moments.
Take with our eyes memorable pictures.
Delete broken hearts, re-live the romance.
Listen to your inner self, forget the lectures.
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